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Abstract. (Xn, n 2 1) are i.i.d. random variables with ccmtinuous d.f. F(x). A) is a record 
value of this sequence if Xi > max {A:, , 
values { Thgn,, n > 1) . Set R(x) = 
. . . . ,Xj_ I :} . Consider the sequence of such record 
-1 ‘$1 -F(X)). There exist B, > 0 such that Q/B, + 1 
in probability (i.p.) iff J&/R- %?) 4 1 i.p. iff (AR(~)--R(.x)) /R1j2 (kx) 4 = as x 4 m for 
all k > 1. Similar critpria hold for the existence of constants A, such that XL,-An + 0 i.1’. 
Limiting rectisrd value distributions are of the form N(-log( -log G(X))) where G(m) is an ex- 
treme value distribution and Iv(*) is the standard normal distribution. Domain of attraction 
criteria for ccvach of the three types of limit ‘laws can be derived by appealing to a duality 
theorem relating the limiting record value distribu*tions to the extreme value distributions. 
Repeated use is made of the following lemma: IE P (X,,, < 2:) = 1 - eMx, x 2 0, then 
xLn = Ye + . . . + Yn whare the Yi’s are i.i.e. and P {Yi < x ) = 1 - e-*. 
1. Introduction and prelinninaries 
Let 1 A&, n 2 11 be a sequence of independent, ider tically distri- 
buted (i.ii.d.) random variables with common distribution function 
F(m). Xj is a record value of this sequence iff 
Xi 3 max IX,, . . . . Xi_l I . 
B, convention, (X, 1 is a record value. The indices at which record 
values occur are given by the random variables {L,, n 2 01 defined 
bY 
L, = 1, 
* This research was carried out while the author was at the ‘kchnion-Israel Imtitute of 
Technology. 
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In order to insure that { L,l is well defined, we must pr*eclude the 
possibility of ties among the X’s., so throughout his paper we assume 
that F’(x) is a continuous dk’cribution function. 
‘8e study the sequence of record values (X,, , n Z: 0 I. §ection 2 gives 
conditions on the rate of decrease of 1-F(:r) such that X& may be 
asymptoGcally approximated by numerical constants. In Section 3, we 
determine the-three types of possible nondegenerate limit laws for the 
record value sequence by showing that this determination reduces to a 
problem in extreme value theory. In Section 4, we continue to exploit 
this dualiy to derive domain of attraction criteria for each type. 
Basic to our considerations will be the function 
(1 1 l ? R(x) = -log (1 - F(x): 
defined for --03 G x < 00. R(x) it; the integrated hlalzard function of 
reliability theory [ 1, pp” 22-45 ] , but for us its crucial property is 
that if a random variable X is distributed according to F(x), then 
W(X) is exponlzntially distributed : 
0 if x\<O 
(1*2) P (R(X) < xl. = 
l-e---x if x 2 0. 
R(r) is non-decreasing for --oo < x < OJ and 0 < R(x) < 00. Further- 
:more 
(1.3) 1 - F(.x) = e--R(*) 
for --oo < x G a=. It will convenient to have recourse to inverse func- 
tions, so we define 
( 1 .4) R-l(x) =v inf 1yl R(y) ;B x) 
for 0 < x < 00. On this range, R - 1 (x) is non-decreasing and 
--OO < R-l(x) :G 03. We define F- 11 (x) similarly, so that 
R-l(x) = F-1(1 -e-X) 
for 0 6 or < 00 
For Sec!tion (it, ‘we will presume fami.l;P.arity wi th the theory of regular- 
ly varying functi.onz. A convenient exposition is fobund in [ 4, pp. 
268-2761 or in IS]. 
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The distribution of XLn is known [7, p. 267.; 13, p. lo]: 
(1.6) 
We interpret (1.6) in the following lemma which is basic to our 
further work. This result is implicit in the work of Tata [ 131 but was 
not explicitly stated. 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose { Xn , n 2 1) i’s an i.i’.d. sequence with 
P {Xn G X) = 1 -e-x, x > 0. T/I~FI XL~! = C!’ Y., where {Y., j 2 0) /“() ‘] 
is an i. i. d. sequence distributed according to the same exponektial dis- 
tribu tion. 
Proof. We suppose that the X’s have distribution function F(x), dens- 
ity f(x) and lrazard function r(x) = f(x)/( 1 -F(x)). We calculate the 




f(x,) dxoF(.x,)jl-l f(Xl ) dx, F(:rp+ L 
X f(X*) d-Xl! l e. F(Xn_l)inin-l-l f(Xn) dXn 
where i. = 0. Make the changes of variabie A, =Ik ---jk_r. The foregoing 
summation involving thej’s then factors into a product of n sums. Per- 
forming the summationsV and dropping the dx’s gives the joint density .- 
in the form 
IT f(Xi) “ir’ a[ 1 -F(Xi)) := yjl I'(Xi)f(Xn) 
i=O I li::E 0 i=:O 
ifO<xo< . . . < x, , and 0, otherwise. If f(x) = e-“, x > 0, then r(x) = . ! 
x 3 0, and the density of XLO, XL~, ..*, X& is e--x” if 0 < x0 < . . . < x, , 
and 0 otherwise, which we recognize as the joint density of the partial 
sums of i.i.d. exponentially distribute:d randc m variables. The result w 
now follow by setting 
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YO =k;*, Yj=XLj-XLj iq i> 1. 
Note that if XLn is the nth record of tx,, n 3 11, then lthe nth 
record of the exponentially distributed sequence IR(Xn), n 3 II is 
R(XL,). From this observation and Lemma 1.1, we have the following 
immediate consequences. 
imit tkem. 
for - < x < 00, tvhere N(x) is the standard normal distribution. 
law of large numbers. 
(1.8) R(XLn)/n + 1 almost surely (a. s. ). 
Iterated logarithm theorem. 
limsup 
R(X,,)-n 
= 1 (n.s. ). 




= -1 (a.s.). 
n-0 (2n log log n)lj* 
(1.9) follows from the Hartman-Wintner law of the iterated logarithm 
for i.i.d. sequences with finite variances [6]. 
The inversion problem - that is, the problem of obtaining cornpar- 
able results for XLn rather than R(XLn) - is dealt with elsewhere [ 10; 
111 for the cases of (1.8) and (1.9) and in Section 3 for (1,7). 
The theory of limit laws for record values is closely related to ex- 
treme value theory. The limit laws for maxima of i,i.d. random vari- 
ables were fully characterized by Gnedenko [ 5 ] . Suppose iXn , n 3 11 
is an i.i.d. sequence with distribution function F(D) and 
4 = max IX,, ...Z Xn I. If there exist normalizing constants cy, > 0 and 
fin such that 
(1.10) Ia,l (Mn -p,) < xl = P(cY,.Y+~~) : G(x) 
where G(x) is nondegenerate and proper, then G(x) belon 
of one of the following three exPre,F;rze value distributions: 
A(x) = exp { - e_IE), - w << X ‘f W, 
where Q is a positive constant. 
2. Stability 
iXLn, yz 2 0) is s8&le (in probabilitv) if there exist constants . 
1 Ar2, K 2 01 su.ch that 
x 
Ln 
--A, ’ + 0 as n-,00. 
The record value sequence is rdati:vdy stable :i,f there exist B, > 0 such 
that 
X,,IBn ’ + 1 as pz+=. 
Consider first the case when x0 = F--1( 1) < w. Then XL + x0 a.s. as 
y1 + =,, so for this cak we can set A, 
x0 2~ 0, then set B, 
= x,, and {XL, 1 is st&le. If also 
= xc, and {XL,, ) is relatively stable. For the re- 
mainder of this section, we assume F(x) G 1 for --oo < x <: ,=. 
Theorem 2.1. Let. F(x I )c: 1 for all x. Then (XL, } is relatively stable iLf 
asn+= 
(2.1) XLn,IR-l(n ; =% 1, 
iff for all k > ‘C ,
r:2.2/ lim {R(kxa-R(x))lR1,/2(kx) = W. 
x-+m 
Proof. Suppose 1 XLn J is relatively stable. Then there exist B, > 0 such 
that for any e > 0, 
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that is 
(2.3) PW-W, < XL, < (1 +@,I + 1 as n+ 00. 
But (2.3) is equivalent to 
G [R((l+e)B,)--nl/+) + 1, 
and since [R(XL,)-n] /&z is asymptotically normal, this ‘Jan hold iff 
(2.4) [R((l +c)B,)-n]/+,/n -+ 00 as n + *, 
(2.5) [R((l--e)B,)-n]/dn + --OO as n 3 =J. 
This means that for n sufficiently large 
[R((I-e&,)-n]/& < O< [Riil +e)R&nl/V’fi. 
That is, 
R(( 1 --e)I3,) < n < R(t.1 +e)B,), 
so that 
(1 -C)B, < R-l(n) < (1 -I- e)Bn, 
and hence 
B, H R-l(n) 
which implies (2.1). Thus (2.4) and (2.5) remain valid of B,, is replaced 
by R-l(n). 
For all sufficiently large X, there exists an n such that 
R-l(n-1) < x <G R-l(n). Therefore for any e > 0, 
[R(x)-R(( 1 -+)x)1 /R112(x) > [n- 1 -R(( 1 -e)R--l(n))] 1411 
by (2.5). This suffices _gr (2.2). 
Conversely suppose t at 42~2) holds. It is enough to show that i2.4) 
and (2.5) hold for B,, = R-l@). Setting x = R-l(n) in (2.2) gives 
73 
[R(kR--l(n))--El /R112 (kJ?-1 (n)) -+ 00 
ard since 
[R(kR--l(n))-+z] /R”j2 (kR-l(n)) <G [R(kR-l(n))--n] l&z, 
(2.4) follows. The validity of (2.5) is shown in a similar manner after 
the change of variable y = kx in (2.2). 
Completely analogous reasoning proves the results concerning stabil- 
ity. 
Theorem 2.2. Let F(x) C: 1 &r all x. Then (xr., 1 is stable ij’f 
(2.6) XL, --R-J i(n) !: 0 as y1 + QQ 
iff jbr all e > 0, 
(2.7) lim 
x-+= 
[1T(x +$-R(X)] /RI/z (x +E) = 00. 
Remark. 2.3. The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 show the following: 
If for a;11 e > 0, Pi&, < (l-e)R-I(n)1 + 0 as n + 00 then 
XL /R-l(n) 3 :I. Similarjiy , if for al.1 E :B 0, IP CX, 
n -+“= then Xt, --R-l(n) s 0. 
P,I < R -1 (n)--e } + 0 as 
Examples 2.4. The following distributions give rise to record value se- 
quen.ces which are relatively stable: 
R(x) = P, Q :> 0, x > 0, 
R(x) = (logx)z+a, a::* 0,x> 1. 
Record values from 
R(x) = (logx)2 , x> 1 
are not relatively stable. 
As is to be expected, the stability condition (2.7) is more restrictive. 
The exponential distribuiion does not satisfy (2.7) and neither does 
R(x) = x2, x 2 0. However, record values from R(x) = x2+a, x > 0, 
Q! 3 0 are stable. 
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3. The class of limit laws 
We begin by reproving Tata’s Theorem 2.1 [ 13 ] . Throughout, N(x) 
is the standard normal distribution. 
Theorem 3.1. i Xn, n 2 11 is an i.i.d. sequence with continuous distri- 
bution F(e). in order that there exist normalizing constants a,, > 0, b,, 
n 3 1 and a nondegenerate limit law #I(X) such that 
it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a non-decreasing function 
g(x) (possibly infinite valued) with more than one point of increase such 
that 
(3.2) [R(a,x+b,)-nj/tln +g(x) asn + 00 
for all continuity points x of g(e). In this case, #(xl is of the form 
(3.3) #(x) = N(,+)). 
Proof, In view of (1.7) and 
G (R(a,x + b,)-n)/dn) 9 
we see that (3.1) holds if (3.2:) and (3.3) are valid. 
Lemma 3.2. I$ (3.1) or (3.2) is satisfied with normalizing constants 
a,, > 0, b,, n 2 1, then 
b 
(3.4) a, ma,+t, ““:, 
-b, -4 0 as n-,00. 
n 
Roof. From (3.2), we have that 
R(Q,+~ x + b,+,)-n -_ 
4 
:= )C 1 n-&/2, 1 V - n n , 4 n J 
-+ g(x) as n + =. 
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Hence 
‘XL, G a,+l:c + b,,,) + AN-g(x)), 
and this coupled with (3.i ) give the result by the convergence-to-types 
Theorem [4, p. 4261. 
Once the result (3.4) is at hand, it is a standard procedure to switch 
from the discrete parameter pz to the continuous parameter s [cf. 81 
and (3.2) can be rewritten 




g(X) for s + W 
at all continuity points of g(). 
If in (3.5) we divide by s instead ofds, then for all x such that 
I g(x)! < = we have 
(3.6) R(a(s)x + b(s)) - s as s + 00. 
Hence 
R(a(s)X 3-b(s))-s’ = (R 112 (a(s)x +b(s)) 
4s 
- 4s) 
x (R1J2(a(s)x+b(s))+~I~4 go as s --, c. . 
- -qs 
and hence remembering (3.6), we have that (3.5) is equivalent o 
(3.7) R112(a(s)x+b(s)) -4s + ig(x) as s + 00, 
and further that 
(3.8) exp[ds] exp[ -R1/2(a(s)x+b(5;)] + exp[ -ag(x)] as s --, *. 
Definition 3.3. To the distribution F’(X) := 1 ‘- exp[ -R(x)] we associate 
a distribution H(x) = I-- exp[ -R 112 (x) ] and call H( l j the associated 
distribution. 
Settingy = exp[+,/s] metans that (3.8) can be rewritten as 
(3.9) U( 1 -H(a((logy)2 lx + b((logy)2)) + exp[ -+ g(x)]. 
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But by [ 5, Lemma 41, this means that H(e) is in the domain of attrac- 
tion of an extreme value distribution and thUi e.( r 1 -i g(x)] must be of 
the form 
(3.10) exp[ -3 g(x)] = -log G(x), 
where G(x) is an extreme value distribution. The factor 4 will appear 
only as a location or scale parameter and so we have proven the follow- 
ing. 
Theorem 3.4. The clhrss of limit laws for record values is of the form 
N(-log(-log G(x))) where G(x) is an extreme value dis&bution and 
N(x) is standard normal distribution. More explicitly, the limit laws 
must be the type of one of the j’ollowinq three distributions: 
(‘1 
xc 0, 
9 xa 0, 
(iii) x < 0, 
x2 0, 
where ar is a positive constant. 
4. Domains of attraction of the limiting record value distributions 
We say that a continuous distribution function R*) (or its integrated 
hazard function R(x)) is attracted to (in the domain of attraction of) 
the limiting record value distribution N(g(x)) if there exist a,, > 0, b,, 
n > 1 such that (3.1) or equiva c:ntly (3.2) holds. AlternativeT;y we write 
R(x) E N(g(x)) to indicate attra’ction to N(g(x)). Likewise F’(e) is in the 
domain of attraction of the extreme value distribution G(x) 
(F(x) E G(x)) if (1.10) holds for suitably chosen normalizing constants 
cy, > O,&, n 2 1. 
Theorem 4.1. (Duality Theorem). F(x) = I - exp [-R(x)] is a continu- 
ous distribz;:ion and H(x) = 1 - exp [ 4 112 (x)] is the associated &tri- 
bu tion. Then 
S 4. DL mains of attruction of the limiting record value distributions 
(i) R(x) E N,,(x) iff H(x) E Q2 (x). I12 ihis case, (3.1) i:e alwa vs . 
satisd’ied with 
#(x) = N,,(X), a, = R-1 (H), b, := 0. 
(ii) R(x) E N&) iff U(x) E Sd2(x). Here (3.1) is always satisfied 
V $V2 
#(x) =Nzcr(x), a, = ~0 -R-%2), b,, = x0, 
where x0 is the (necessarZy finite) right end of F(x) defined by F(xo)= 1, 
F(q) -e) < 1 for all E > 0. 
(iii) R(x) E N(x) iff H(x) E A(x). 
The normalizing constants satisfying (3.1) with e(x) = N(x) can always 
be t&en as 
an = R-l(a +dn) -R-l(n), b, = R--l(n). 
Proof. These statements follow from the equivalence of (3.5) and (3.9) 
and known results from extreme value theory. Thus in case (i) since 
H(x) E Q&x) we can set b((logy)*) = 0 and a((logy)*) = H-‘(1 -y-l) 
[ 5, Theorem 41. But H-1( 1 -y-l) = (Rl@-1 (logy) =R-‘(<logy)*). 
Hencle h, = b(n) = 0 and 12, = a(n) = R-1 (n) are acceptable c*hoices of 
normalizing constants. The proof of (ii) jis completely alla.logous. 
To prove (iii) note that (3.1) holds with N(g(x)) = N(x) iff 
Hs(a((logs)*)x+ b((logs)*>r) + exp I-e-x~21 .
Hence by Col:ollary 2.1.1, p. 57 of [ 31 we can choose 
b(( log@) = H-.‘( 3. -q-l). 
Hence 
b((logs)*) = R- 1 ((logs) !) 
and 
a((logs)*) = R-l((logsv’e)*)-R-l((logs)z) 
= R-‘((log .;)* + logs + $;I - R-1(:(logs)2)e 
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Hence 
b(s) = R--l(s) 
and 
a(s) =R-‘(s+~~+$)-R-l(s)-K-‘(sf~S)-R~-l(s), 
the latter equivalence following easily from Theorem 4*4 (iii) below. 
This completes the proof. 
Using the Duality Theorem, we now derive domain of attraction 
criteria. 
Theorem 4.2. The following propositions are equivalent: 
(i) R(x) E N,,(x). 
(ii) 1 -H(x) = exp[ -Rl/2(x)] = X-%L(x), L(e) a shdy varying 
function. I 
(iii) Rl/*(x) = c(x) +$,X a(t)/t dt where c(x) + c, I cl < 00, and 
(iv) lim R(tx)-R(x) = a ]log t 
x-em dR(ig * 
Proof. We have that R(x) E Nla(x) if H(X) E Qr~/~(x). A necessary and 
sufficient condition for this is that 1 -H(X) be regularly varying with 
exponent $ ae [ 5, Theorem 4; 3, p. 691. Hence (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
Since (iii) is merely the Karamata representation of a regularly varying 
function [ 4, p. 274; 3, p. 191, it suffices to show (ii) iff (iv). Given (ii) 
we have that 
fim exPlI-R”2(tx~ = t-42 
x-- exp[ -R1/2(x):j 
and hence 
lim [R112(tx)-Rl~2(x)] = i Q logk. 
.X-+m 
Dividing the above equation by Rl/z(x shows that RI/~(X) is slowly vary- 
ing and hence: 
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X R112(tKW?*~2W = cy logt 
R l’*(x) 
giving (iv). The argument goes through in reverse and this completes the 
proof. 
The difficulty in finding functions other than R(x) = (f logx)* which 
are attracted to Nl,(x) is explained by the fact that R(x) E Q(x) im- 
plies 
This hollows immediately from Theorem 4.2 (iii). 
The relation (4.1) is too weak to characterize the domain of attraction 
of IVIoL blut this is nlat immediately obvious. There do exist functions 
satisfying (4.5 ) but not condition (iii) of Theorem 4.2. An example is 
provided by 
(4.2) Rll*(x) = $ 
x ; a( 1 -cos(log t)) dt 
1 t 
= i u(logx-sin(logx)) for x 2 1. 
The results for ni;,(x) are completely analogous and we only state the 
results. 
Theorem 4.3. Let F(x) = 1 -t_rR(~) have right end xQ < m. Then the fob 
lowing are equivalent: 
2 (0 
( 1 ii 
(iii) 
(iv) 
l-kf(X~-X-~) = dxp[-RlQ,o-x-l)] = x-ai*L(x), where 
L(x) is a slowly varying function. 
R 112 (x0 -xW1 ) = c(x) +S: t-la(t) dt, where c(x) + c, I cl < 00, 
a@) --) + Q as x + *. 
lim 
R(xo --tx) -R(xO -x) 
RZ(xo-x) 
= -a log t for every t > 0. 
x-*0+ 
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The following are characterizations of ,the domain of attraction of 
N(x)* 
Theorem 4.4. The folkowing are equivalent: 
(i) R(x) E N(x). 
(ii) For all x > 0, ,y > 0, 
R-l ((logsx)+R-’ ((liogs)z) = logx 
:if R-’ ((log&# )2)-R-’ ((logs)a) 1WY’ 
(iii) For all x, 
lip R-‘(s+x~s)-R-l(s) -- 
s-+- R-l(~+&)-R-I(~) 
- x. 
Proof. By the Duality Theorem we have that R(x) E N(x) iff H(x) E A(x). 
A necessary and sufficient condition for this is that 
(4.3) 
lim (R1/2)-1 (x + logs) -(Rl/~)-l(logs) _ x 
s-+00 (R112)-l (y +logs)-(R’/2)-l(logs) Y 
[3, p. 76; 8; 93. Replacing x by logx and y by logy in (4.3) and noting 
that (R1/2)-1 (x) = R-1(x2) gives (ii). 
Setting y =+, 2 = (logs)2 and replacing x by i x shows tnat (4.3) is 
equivalent t 0 
A-1 (2 +x& +$x2) -R-l (2, = x. 
::f R-1(2 c,/z+$j ---R-l(z) 
But for any x and any E > 0 we have for z sufficiently large that 
R-‘(z-+x(1--~)&,+4’(x(l -#)-R-l(z) 
R-l(z+&++)-R-1 (z) 
R-f (Z +x&)-R-~~z) 
G R-1 (z +1,/z +$)--&-‘(2) 
so that 




w4) R--l@ t&+$) -R-l(z) - R-'(z$.+) -R-l(z) 
and also (iii). This completes the proof. 
If R(x) E IV&), then F’(x) < 1 for all x, while if R(x) E A'&) then 
x0 = R--1(+< 01'). Asis to be expected, when A!(x) E N(x), either case 
can hold. The exponential distribution with R(x) = x is such that the 
ratio (iii) in Theorem 4.4 has constant value x and also x0 = =: For an 
example of a distribution attracted to N(x ) with x0 < 00 consider 
1, x G 0, 
1 -F(x)= exp[-x/(1 -xi], 0 G x < 1, 
0, x2 1. 
HereJi-l(s)=sl(,s-tl)forO~s~ 08 and elementary calculations how 
that (iii) is satisfied. 
We remark wittlout proof that R(x) E N(x) implies XLn/Rsl(rz) -$ 1. 
This is not true for R-functions attracted to N&j, but is trivially true 
. for R(x) E N2Jx'~ since in this case x0 < 00. , 
The method of proof of Lemma 3.2 can be used to derive a func- 
tional equation for g(x) which can be solved in a manner analogous to 
the way the functional equations of extreme value theory are solved. 
Likewise, the domain of attraction criteria of $4 can be derived without 
appeal to the duality theorem by methods paralleling the classical 
Gedenko--Smirnov methods (cf. [ 5; 121). An earlier version of this 
paper in fact followed this lengthy procedure. The present improve- 
ments owe much to th.e suggestions of Laurens de Haan. 
The nature of tllhe relationship between XL, and Mn is discussed in 
[ lo] . Results on the almost sure limit points of { Xtn 1 are given in [ 11 I 
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